In situ X-ray absorption fine structure study on the polymerization of isoprene assisted by Nd-based ternary catalysts†


Nd-based ternary catalysts are widely used for the polymerization of isoprene in rubber industry, however, structure information during the polymerization of isoprene as well as the catalytic mechanism are still ambiguous. In this paper, the in situ XAFS technique was used to extract the local atomic structure around the Nd center of the catalyst consisting of Nd(vers)₃, AlEt₃, and Al(Bu)₂Cl. Theoretical calculations were used to verify the structure changes in the alkylation process. Four catalysts with different alkylaluminums (AlEt₃, Al(Oct)₃, Al(Bu)₂, and Al(Bu)₂H) were, respectively, used for the polymerization of isoprene. The results demonstrate that the substitution of Nd–C for Nd–O bonds is reasonable in the alkylation step. The structural evolutions in the alkylation and chlorination steps, as well as in the polymerization processes of isoprene are all similar for these Nd-based ternary catalysts with different alkylaluminum components. In the polymerization process of isoprene, there are only about 2 Nd–Cl bonds at 2.85 Å and 1–2 Nd–C bonds at 2.42 Å around the Nd centers which are in a monomer state. The Nd–C bonds can be attributed to the contribution of isoprene. This highly-opened structure of the Nd active centers activates greatly the catalytic activity of the Nd-based ternary catalysts. A conjectural catalytic mechanism for the polymerization of isoprene has been deciphered on the basis of the in situ XAFS results. This study is expected to be helpful for the improvement and application of the Nd-based ternary catalysts.

1. Introduction
The stereospecific polymerization of conjugated dienes (butadiene, isoprene) is an attractive research subject and has drawn much attention from both academic and industrial researchers. High cis-1,4-content is very important for the mechanical and dynamic properties of the synthetic rubber which has been widely used for a variety of technical rubber goods and tire parts. Nd-based catalysts were used in the polymerization reactions of the rubber industry, because they can display high stereoselectivity of the polymer. However, it is still unclear for the polymerization mechanism of conjugated dienes catalyzed by Nd-based catalysts. Therefore, the polymerization process of conjugated dienes and the catalytic mechanism of Nd-based catalysts always attracts considerable interest.

† Electronic supplementary information (ESI) available. See DOI: 10.1039/c7ra01249g

The active catalyst species of the Nd-based catalysts and the chemical role of catalyst components kept unknown. To study the structure of Nd-based precursor and/or the active center of catalysts, Kwag et al. attempted ultraviolet-visible absorption spectra, matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization time of flight mass spectrometry (MALDI-TOF-MS), and density functional calculations (B3LYP/CEP-31G). A possible mechanism for the catalytic polymerization was proposed. They pointed out that the pseudoliving property of the Nd-based catalyst originates from the hybrid Nd–C bonds with both covalent and ionic characters as well as the trivalent state of neodymium during the activation process. By analyzing the reaction kinetics of the polymerization of 1,3-butadiene initiated by the ternary Ziegler–Natta catalyst system, Friese et al. considered that it was a living polymerization with fast and reversible chain transfer. The aluminum cocatalyst was speculated to have an activating effect by either increasing the concentration of active Nd or by increasing the number of active sites per Nd. Anwander et al. focused on the precise structure of Nd–Al compounds. Elaborated crystal samples were used for X-ray structure determination. They found the first structural evidence about the carboxylate–alkyl interchange. A modified insertion mechanism for isoprene polymerization was proposed on the base of structural information. Besides, Sabirov, Iovu, Evans, and
many researchers, also made efforts to figure out the active center and/or polymerization mechanism of Nd-based catalyst. In fact, understanding the working mechanism of the complex Nd-based catalysts cannot do without in situ structural information and structure evolution. Typical Nd-based catalyst system for rubber industry comprises neodymium salt, alkylating cocatalyst, and chlorinating cocatalyst. The three components were successively added to alkyl solvent to form three typical activation steps. Because of the flammable and explosive attributes of some components in the Nd-based ternary catalysts, in situ probe techniques suitable for the structural characterization of Nd-based catalysts are quite scarce. Therefore, the in situ and quantitative structure information of Nd-based ternary catalysts in working status almost remains an uncharted area. Fortunately, X-ray absorption fine structure (XAFS) is a powerful technique to investigate the local atomic structures of solid and liquid samples, which can be used to extract the partial atom-pair distribution information around the center (or absorption) atom. As we known, Kwag et al. utilized XAFS technique to characterize the structure of the Nd-based ternary catalyst containing neodymium neodecanoate, triisobutylaluminum, chlorodiethyl aluminium in n-heptane solution for the first time. In their XAFS measurements, the samples were rapidly frozen to –78 °C at each activation steps and then were used to collect the XAFS spectra in transmission mode. Some distinct spectral changes can be found from the X-ray-absorption near-edge structure (XANES) spectra and the corresponding Fourier transform (FT) spectra of the three different activation steps although the quantitative structural information were not provided. In our previous work, in situ XAFS technique was used to detect the liquid structures of the Nd-based ternary catalyst containing Nd(vers)$_3$, Al(But)$_3$, and chlorodiisobutyl aluminium in hexane solvent. The quantitative structural evolution around Nd center was obtained at the three activation steps. This research confirms a consensus that partial Nd–C bonds substitute for Nd–O bonds in the alkylation process and partial Nd–Cl bonds are formed in the chlorination process for liquid Nd-based ternary catalysts. Even so, we think that the ratio of the formed Nd–C/Nd–O bonds in the alkylation process and their bond lengths are possibly changeable with the changes of alkylaluminium concentration in the solution and the alkylaluminium species, which could lead the difference of polymer performance. Form this point of view, a comparative study for different Nd-based ternary catalysts is still worthy. It is more important that the in situ structural information of polymerization with Nd-based ternary components as catalyst is absolutely desired, which could be used to clarify the polymerization mechanism of synthetic rubber.

In this paper, the structural evolution of the Nd-based ternary catalyst containing Nd(vers)$_3$, triethylaluminum, and Al(But)$_2$Cl was briefly checked. Computational chemistry is used to firm the alkylation process. The research emphasis is placed on the polymerization reaction of isoprene. In situ XAFS technique is used to detect and compare the Nd-center structure changes of four different Nd-based ternary catalysts during the polymerization processes of isoprene (IP). This study is expected to give insight into the polymerization mechanism of isoprene with the assistance of Nd-based ternary catalysts.

2. Experiments

2.1 Sample preparation

To remove the potential moisture, n-hexane was first dried by molecular sieves (4 Å). Nd(vers)$_3$ solution with a concentration of 0.3080 mol L$^{-1}$ was adopted in the experiment. AlEt$_3$, trioctylaluminum, Al(Oct)$_3$, Al(But)$_3$, disobutylaluminium hydride Al(But)$_2$H and Al(But)$_2$Cl were purchased from Akzo Nobel and Aldrich respectively. In order to check the concentration effect of alkylaluminum, AlEt$_3$ in hexane solution was mixed with Nd(vers)$_3$ solution in mole ratios of 1 : 1, 2.5 : 1, and 10 : 1 to form Sample A1, A2, and A3. Further, Al(But)$_2$Cl in hexane solution was added to Sample A3 in a mole ratio of 3 : 10 : 1 to form Sample A4 for checking the chlorination effect. To simulate the polymerization reaction of IP in the presence of Nd-based ternary catalyst, IP was added into Sample A4 (homogeneous catalyst) in a mole ratio of 10 : 3 : 10 : 1 to form Sample B1. Similarly, AlEt$_3$ in Sample B1 was, respectively, replaced by Al(Oct)$_3$, Al(But)$_3$, and Al(But)$_2$H to form Sample B2, B3, and B4. The latter four samples are operated used to compare the polymerization processes of IP with different Nd-based ternary catalysts. All the samples are operated at room temperature and summarized in Table 1.

2.2 XAFS measurements

X-ray absorption spectra of Nd L$_{III}$-edge were collected at beamline 4B9A of the Beijing Synchrotron Radiation Facility (BSRF). A moistureproof and adjustable-thickness liquid sample-cell was used for the in situ XAFS measurements. The Nd-L$_{III}$ edge XAFS spectra of all the samples were collected in transmission mode at room temperature. The storage ring was run at 2.5 GeV with an electron current of about 100 mA. The incident X-ray beam was monochromatized by a Si(111) double crystal monochromator with energy resolution ($\Delta E/E$) of about 2 x 10$^{-4}$. The X-ray intensities before and after sample absorption were monitored with ion chambers. The obtained XAFS data were analyzed by using the IFEFFIT program. FEFF code was used to calculate the reference XAFS spectra.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Mole ratio</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>A1</td>
<td>AlEt$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>1 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A2</td>
<td>AlEt$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>2.5 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A3</td>
<td>AlEt$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A4</td>
<td>Al(But)$_2$Cl + AlEt$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>3 : 10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>IP + Al(But)$_2$Cl + Al(Oct)$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>10 : 3 : 10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>IP + Al(But)$_2$Cl + Al(Oct)$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>10 : 3 : 10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>IP + Al(But)$_2$Cl + Al(But)$_3$ + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>10 : 3 : 10 : 1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>IP + Al(But)$_2$Cl + Al(But)$_2$H + Nd(vers)$_3$</td>
<td>10 : 3 : 10 : 1</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results and discussion

3.1 Nd-based ternary catalyst

Generally, Nd-based ternary catalysts consist of neodymium salt, alkylaluminum, and chlorine source for rubber industry. By altering the alkylaluminum component, different Nd-based ternary catalyst systems can be achieved. In our previous research, a Nd-based ternary catalyst comprising Nd(vers)_3, Al([Bu])_3, and Al([Bu])_2Cl was prepared, which is marked as Catalyst-I. The local structure change around Nd center was detected by using in situ XAFS technique. The alkylation and chlorination structures in the different activation steps were extracted from the in situ XAFS spectra. It is generally recognized that the structure evolution is similar in different activation steps when the alkylaluminum in the Nd-based ternary catalyst is replaced by another alkylaluminum. To check the possible change caused by different alkylaluminum components, the Nd-based ternary catalyst comprising Nd(vers)_3, AlEt_3, and Al([Bu])_2Cl was prepared in this paper, which is marked as Catalyst-II. In situ XAFS technique has been used to characterize the structural change of Catalyst-II with the concentration of AlEt_3 component or activation steps. For simplicity, only the structural comparison between Catalyst-I and Catalyst-II will be discussed below. The detailed structural information of Catalyst-II is summarized in the ESI.

For Catalyst-II, the Nd–O coordination number is, respectively, 4.9, 4.4, 1.5 and the Nd–C coordination number is, respectively, 3.8, 4.3 to 4.0 when the mole ratio of AlEt_3 : Nd(vers)_3 in hexane solution is, respectively, 1 : 1, 2.5 : 1, and 10 : 1. The corresponding Nd–O and Nd–C bond lengths are almost unchanged with the concentration of AlEt_3, which are, respectively, kept at 2.38 and 2.58 Å. For Catalyst-I, the Nd–O coordination number is 4.3, 2.2 and the Nd–C coordination number is 4.0, 3.9 with the mole ratio of Al([Bu])_3 : Nd(vers)_3 at 2.5 : 1 and 10 : 1, respectively. The Nd–O and Nd–C bond lengths are also 2.38 and 2.58 Å without change. By comparing the two catalysts, it can be found that both of them have almost the same local atomic structures. The alkylation process makes that partial Nd–O bondings can be replaced by Nd–C bondings with the addition of alkylaluminum into the Nd(vers)_3 hexane solution. There are about 4 Nd–C atom-pairs located at 2.58 Å. The number of Nd–O atom-pairs with bond length of 2.38 Å decreases from 4 to about 2 as the mole ratio of Al/Nd increasing from 2.5 : 1 to 10 : 1. A slight difference is that the Nd–O coordination number seems to have a faster descent rate in Catalyst-II than in Catalyst-I, which implies that the oligomeric structure in original Nd(vers)_3 hexane solution was more destroyed in Catalyst-II than in Catalyst-I. In other words, catalyst-II may have slightly better catalytic activity than Catalyst-I after the alkylation step. When Al([Bu])_2Cl was further added into the mixed solution of alkylaluminum and Nd(vers)_3, the chlorination reaction was performed. For Catalyst-II with the mole ratio of Al([Bu])_2Cl : AlEt_3 : Nd(vers)_3 being 3 : 10 : 1, there are about 4.5 Nd–C bondings at 2.58 Å and 3.0 Nd–Cl bondings at 2.88 Å. In addition, it can be also found that 2.2 Nd–Al atom-pairs locate at 3.15 Å.

For Catalyst-I with the mole ratio of Al([Bu])_3Cl : Al([Bu])_2Cl : Nd(vers)_3 being 3 : 10 : 1, there are about 3.4 Nd–C bondings at 2.58 Å and 2.2 Nd–Cl bondings at 2.87 Å. In addition, it can be also found that 1.9 Nd–Al atom-pairs locate at 3.14 Å. Roughly, the chlorination steps are very similar in both cases. The residual Nd–O bondings in alkylation step have been completely replaced by Nd–Cl bondings and the Nd–C bondings keep almost unchanged. Relatively speaking, the coordination number around Nd center is less in Catalyst-I than in Catalyst-II, which means that the residual oligomeric structure after the alkylation step was destroyed more seriously in Catalyst-I than in Catalyst-II. In other words, Catalyst-I has better catalytic activity than Catalyst-II after the chlorination step. Obviously, the alkylation step and the chlorination step have slightly different effects on different Nd-based ternary catalysts. Perhaps it was these slight differences that lead the slight change of catalytic activity among different Nd-based ternary catalysts. By comparing the structures at different activation steps, it can be concluded that the Nd-based ternary catalysts with different alkylaluminum components indeed present a similar structure evolution in the alkylation and chlorination processes as expected, their main difference comes from the slightly different coordination number around the Nd centers as well as the slightly different activation effect in alkylation and chlorination steps.

3.2 Theoretical calculation

As discussed above, in situ XAFS measurements identify that the Nd–O bondings in Nd(vers)_3 hexane solution have been partially replaced by the Nd–C bondings when the alkylaluminum was added into the Nd(vers)_3 hexane solution in the alkylation step. However, this replacement of Nd–O bondings by Nd–C bondings obtained by XAFS technique is controversial because of the approximate electron scatterings between oxygen and carbon atoms. In other words, it is not so credible that XAFS technique can be used to distinguish the bondings between Nd–O and Nd–C. To ensure the reliability of the obtained Nd–O and Nd–C bondings with XAFS technique, theoretical calculation is used to the alkylation process of Nd(vers)_3 after AlEt_3 mixing with the Nd(vers)_3 hexane solution.

3.2.1 Computational details. In the theoretical calculations, the hybrid exchange-correlation functional B3LYP44,45 with the Gaussian 09 program46 were applied to insight into the binding sites and coordination modes between Nd(vers)_3 and AlEt_3. For Nd atom, the quasi-relativistic small-core pseudo-potential ECP48MWB and associated ECP60MWB valence basis sets was used,47 while 6-31G(d) basis set was applied for the other light atoms H, C and O. To simulate the experimental condition, all the structures were optimized using the Solvation Model based on Density (SMD model)48 in hexane solution (ε = 1.8819). Therefore, all structure optimizations calculations were performed at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD/RECP level of theory in hexane solution. All the optimization structures are confirmed to be local minima without imaginary frequency. Computational chemistry could provide a reliable method in understanding the coordination modes of ligands with f-block elements.49–51 In order to identify possible coordination modes...
and detailed coordination structures, four Nd complexes A–D at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD/RECP level of theory in hexane solution were optimized as shown in Fig. 1. The complexes A–D represent the mixture composing Nd(vers)3 and AlEt3 with different Al : Nd ratios (beginning from 0 : 1). The predicted Nd–O and Nd–C bond distances of the four Nd complexes are listed in Table S2 of the ESL† and the average bond distances are also provided in Fig. 1. It is clearly seen that Nd atom coordinates with ten oxygen atoms from five bidentate carboxyl groups in complex A and the ten Nd–O bond distances are divided into two equal groups with the average Nd–O bond distance of 2.397 and 2.571 Å, respectively, which are excellent agreement with the XAFS results (2.39 and 2.54 Å) for the pure Nd(vers)3 hexane solution as shown in the ESL†. This result indicates that the level of theory we used here is favorable for Nd complexes. Complex B with three bidentate carboxyl groups contains 6 Nd–O bonds and 2 Nd–C bonds with the corresponding average bond distance of 2.468 and 2.572 Å, respectively. Unlike complex B, there are one bidentate and two mono-dentate carboxyl groups surrounding the central Nd atom in complex C, which form 4 Nd–O bonds and three Nd–C bonds. The average Nd–O and Nd– C bond distances in complex C is 2.408 and 2.580 Å, respectively, which are comparable with the XAFS data (2.38 and 2.58 Å) in Sample A1 or A2. As for complex D, there are only two mono-dentate carboxyl groups, the average Nd–O bond distance for the 2 Nd–O bonds is 2.343 Å, and the average Nd–C bond distance for the 4 Nd–C bonds is 2.751 Å. The coordination numbers of Nd in complex D are consistent with the XAFS result in Sample A3. These theoretical calculations demonstrate that the coordination number of Nd–O decreases from 10 in complex A to 2 in complex D, while the corresponding coordination number of Nd–C increase from 0 to 4. Indeed, the pure Nd–O bonds in Nd(vers)3 hexane solution can be replaced by the mixture of Nd–O and Nd–C bonds with the adding AlEt3 into the Nd(vers)3 hexane solution. At the same time, the coordination mode of the carboxyl group changes from bidentate fashion to mono-dentate mode. In addition, the highest single occupied molecular orbital (SOMO) for the four complexes are also calculated and displayed in Fig. S4 of the ESL† it is apparent that the electron density mainly localizes on the Nd atom and one carboxyl group.

To insight further into the change of coordination number and coordination sites, the binding energies ($E_{\text{binding}}$) of complexes A–D were calculated according to eqn (1):

$$E_{\text{binding}} = E_{\text{Nd(III)(ver)(Et)\text{m}}} - nE_{\text{Et}} - mE_{\text{ver}} - E_{\text{Nd(III)}}$$

Here, the electronic energies ($E$) of the products and reactants were used, the binding energies were calculated as listed in Table S2 of the ESL† These calculated binding energies indicate that the complexes are more easily formed accompanying with the Et ligand addition, except for complex C. The reason maybe there is one free Et ligand in complex C. The trend of the absolute binding energies of the other three complexes follows the order A < B < D, which reveal that the more Nd–C bonds form, and the more Nd–O bonds disappear. In other words, more Nd–O bonds can be displaced by Nd–C bonds with more AlEt3 adding into the Nd(vers)3 hexane solution. It can be seen that the theoretical calculations support the XAFS experimental observations. Therefore, it can be concluded that the pure Nd–O bonds in the Nd(vers)3 hexane solution can be replaced into the mixture of Nd–O and Nd–C bonds with the adding AlEt3 into the Nd(vers)3 hexane solution.

### 3.3 Polymerization process

As we know, the structure around Nd center during the polymerization of IP and the structure change in the polymerization process of IP with the assistance of different Nd-based ternary catalysts are still unclear. In this paper, four Nd-based ternary catalysts with different alkylaluminum components {AlEt3, Al("Oct")3, Al("Bu")3, and Al("Bu")2H} were used in the polymerization processes of IP, respectively, which are denoted as Sample B1, B2, B3 and B4. In situ XAFS technique was used to extract the local atomic structures around Nd centers. The original X-ray absorption spectra for the four samples are provided as Fig. S5 in the ESL† After normalizing and background removal, the corresponding Fourier-transform (FT) spectra without phase-shift correction are compared and shown in Fig. 2. It can be found that the main coordination peak is split into two distinct coordination sub-peaks for all the four samples. One sub-peak has almost the same peak position (~2.4 Å) with the single peak in Sample A4 without IP. Another sub-peak appears at smaller position at about 1.8 Å. This unexpected change demonstrates that the local environments around Nd centers have obvious changes when the Nd-based ternary catalysts are used for the polymerization reaction of IP. For Samples B1–B3, the lower-$R$ sub-peaks have obviously lower magnitude than the higher-$R$ ones, but the two sub-peaks have quite approximate magnitudes for Sample B4. To extract the quantitative structural parameters, the two sub-peaks in the region from 1.38 to 2.88 Å.

![Fig. 1 Structures of the complexes optimized at the B3LYP/6-31G(d)/SMD/RECP level of theory in hexane solution. Average Nd–O and Nd–C bond distances (Å) are provided. Orange, red, green and white colors denote Nd, O, C, H atoms, respectively.](image)
of the FT spectra were isolated and inverse Fourier transformed into $k$-space with $k^2$-weight to get the near-neighbor extended X-ray absorption fine structure (EXAFS) signals. After testing various fitting strategies, three sub-shells including Nd–C, Nd–Cl and Nd–Al had to be used for the EXAFS fittings. The $R$-space and $k$-space fitting curves are shown in Fig. 3. The corresponding fitting parameters are summarized in Table 2.

By comparing the fitting parameters of Sample B1 with the ones of Sample A4 which are given in Table S1 of the ESI,† it can be found that the coordination numbers around Nd center were further decreased after IP was mixed with the Nd-based ternary catalyst consisting of Nd(vers)$_3$, AlEt$_3$, and Al(‘Bu)$_2$Cl. The Nd–C coordination number decreased from 4.5 to 1.4, the Nd–Cl coordination number decreased from 3.0 to 2.3, and the Nd–Al coordination number decreased from 2.2 to 1.3. This result indicates that there are only about 1–2 ethyl or IP molecules, and 2 Cl atoms or Al[‘Bu]$_2$Cl ligands bonded to the Nd centers during the polymerization of IP. In addition, the coordination distance of Nd–C bonds (or Nd–Cl bonds) has a contraction from 2.58 to 2.42 Å (or from 2.88 to 2.85 Å) due to the decrease of total coordination number, which could imply that the IP molecules have replaced the alkyl ligands bonded directly to the Nd center. The second near-neighbor (Nd–Cl–Al) distance also shows a slight decrease from 3.15 to 3.13 Å. The distance difference between Nd–Cl and Nd–C bonds is about 0.43 Å, which is obviously larger than 0.3 Å in Sample A4. It was the increase of distance difference between Nd–Cl and Nd–C bonds that leads to the split of the main coordination peak when IP was mixed with the Nd-based ternary catalyst. Sabirov et al. carried out quantum chemical calculations for models of the active centers involved in butadiene polymerization in the presence of Nd–Al catalytic systems. Two shorter distances (2.0 and 2.4 Å) between the crotol group and the Nd atom are obtained. Such a Nd–C distance of 2.4 Å is comparable to the result in this paper.

From Table 2 and Fig. 2, it can be found that Sample B1 and B2 have almost the same fitting parameters and FT spectral features. Both have approximately one Nd–C bond at 2.42 Å and two Nd–Cl bonds at 2.85 Å. From Sample B1, B2, to B3, and then to B4, the magnitude of lower-$R$ peak increase gradually and the magnitude of higher-$R$ peak decrease gradually. Accordingly, the Nd–C coordination number has an increase tendency, while the Nd–Cl coordination number has a decrease tendency, but the Nd–C and Nd–Cl bond distances are approximately unchanged. It tells us clearly that the lower-$R$ peak is corresponding to the contribution of Nd–C bonds, while the higher-$R$ peak is corresponding to the contribution of Nd–Cl bonds. The contribution from the second near-neighbor Nd–Cl–Al should also be involved in the high-$R$ coordination peak. By comparing the fitting parameters for Sample B1–B4, the fine distinction between the four samples has been determined although their rough structures are quite similar.

The fine structure distinction around Nd centers among the four samples can be attributed to the difference of the

### Table 2 Nd L$_{III}$-edge EXAFS fitting parameters for the Samples B1–B4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>Bond</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>$R$ (Å)</th>
<th>$\sigma^2$ (Å$^2$)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B1</td>
<td>Nd–C</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Cl</td>
<td>2.3</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Al</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.0030</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>Nd–C</td>
<td>1.1</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.0036</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Cl</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.0044</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Al</td>
<td>1.3</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.0023</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>Nd–C</td>
<td>1.7</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>0.0056</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Cl</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.0050</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Al</td>
<td>1.4</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.0035</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B4</td>
<td>Nd–C</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>0.0052</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Cl</td>
<td>2.0</td>
<td>2.85</td>
<td>0.0054</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Nd–Al</td>
<td>1.0</td>
<td>3.13</td>
<td>0.0037</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
alkylaluminum components in the Nd-based ternary catalysts. In Samples B1 and B2, the carbon chains in AlEt₃ and Al(OOct)₃ are all linear chains. But in Sample B3 and B4, the alkylaluminum component Al(Bu)₃ and Al(Bu)₂H all have the side chains. Our results demonstrate that the Nd-based ternary catalysts with line-chain alkylaluminum have relatively less Nd–C coordination number in the polymerization process of IP, while these catalysts with side-chain alkylaluminum have relatively more Nd–C coordination number. Perhaps, the isobutyll have partial contribution to promote the Nd–C coordination.

Generally speaking, the replacement of alkylaluminum in the Nd-based ternary catalysts will lead a fine structure difference around Nd centers because of the different allyl configuration when the Nd-based ternary catalysts are used to catalyze the polymerization of IP. We believe that these fine differences will slightly influence on the polymerization performance of IP. The highest number of Nd–C coordination in Sample B4, i.e., Al(Bu)₃H system supports the research by Friebe that the transfer of hydride from Al(Bu)₃H promotes more intense chain transfer for producing polymer with lowest molar mass.

3.4 Catalytic mechanism

The catalytic mechanism of Nd-based ternary catalysts in the polymerization reaction of synthetic rubber is a highly interesting issue. Due to the complexity of the sample systems and the difficulty in the real-time structural characterization, the structural information of the catalytic active site in the polymerization reaction is quite scarce. Up to now, the catalytic mechanism of Nd-based ternary catalysts is still ambiguous. Based on the structure analysis of Nd precursor by matrix-assisted laser desorption ionization time-of-flight (MALDI-TOF) mass spectrum, Kwag considered that the dissociated monomeric structure of Nd(vers)₃(neodecanic acid) is the easier way to have a higher activity, and a catalyst activation and propagation mechanism was depicted. Many researchers speculated that the insertion and propagation of polymer chain between the Nd center and the allyl group facilitate the polymerization reaction, which is because of the high number of coordination possibilities at the Nd atom through the vacancies on its “4f” orbitals and the unstable Nd–C bond in the catalyst being replaced by the much more stable π complex through reaction. Fischbach et al. investigated the dynamic behavior of the tetraalkylaluminate ligand and the coordination features of heteroleptic mono- and bis(tetraalkylaluminate) complexes through variable-temperature NMR studies and X-ray crystallographic analyses. They modified the allyl insertion mechanism of isoprene polymerization by underlining the ease of polymer chain transfer via Ln–Al heterobimetallic complexes in Ziegler-type catalyst.

To insight into the catalytic mechanisms of Nd-based ternary catalysts in synthetic rubber, in situ XAFS has been used to extract the local atomic structures around Nd center in the polymerization process of IP in above section. It has been confirmed that the main catalyst Nd(vers)₃ in hexane solution still maintains a certain oligomeric structure even if Nd(vers)₃ has been partially alkylated by adding alkylaluminum into the solution. This alklylation process can only activate its catalytic activity partially. When the cocatalyst Al(Bu)₂Cl was further added into the partially-alkylated Nd(vers)₃ hexane solution, the residual Nd–O bonds were completely removed by a chlorination processes. In this moment, the active Nd centers were only bonded to C atoms from allyl and the Cl atoms from Al(Bu)₂Cl. The original oligomeric structure of Nd(vers)₃ in hexane solution has been completely dissociated, thus the Nd-based ternary catalysts show highly activity. We notice that there are still 4–5 C atoms at 2.58 Å and about 3 Cl atoms at 2.88 Å coordinated to Nd centers as in Sample A4. It is interesting that the Nd coordination structure shows again a larger change when the Nd-based ternary catalysts were used for the polymerization of IP. There are only 1–2 C atoms and about 2 Cl atoms located at the neighborhood of Nd centers, showing a monomer state of Nd active center. Specially, the Nd–C bond distance has been drastically contracted to 2.42 Å. These in situ structural informations reflect the real change of coordination structure around Nd center. Under the assistance of the Nd-based ternary catalysts, the polymerization reaction of IP would occur at the neighborhood of the Nd center. In other words, the nomadic IP molecules were gradually polymerized together through the interaction with the Nd center. Therefore, the C atoms from the IP molecules will dynamically contribute to the Nd–C coordination. Due to only 1–2 C atoms were bonded to Nd center, we believe that the original 4–5 alkyls bonded to Nd center in the pure Nd-based ternary catalyst have been desorbed from the Nd center in the presence of IP molecules. Evidently, the bonding between Nd and the alkyl is not so strong as compared with the interaction between Nd and the IP. The dynamic bonding between Nd center and the C atoms from IP molecule is the driving force to polymerize the IP molecules.

Based on the in situ XAFS experiments, the extracted structure parameters around Nd center support strongly the catalyst activation and propagation mechanism of previous researches. Kwag also illustrate the polymerization process of NDH, i.e., Nd(OOCR)₃–(HOOOCR), there is no oxygen bonded to the Nd center after chlorination and the butadiene polymerization should be changed into isoprene polymerization, which are slightly different with our result. The catalytic mechanism for IP polymerization can be speculated as follows. First, due to the decrease of coordination number, the highly-opened Nd centers present a highly catalytic activity in the presence. When nomadic IP monomers move to the neighborhood of Nd center, the high state-density of f-electrons in Nd center induces the redistribution of the electrons in the IP monomer. As a consequence, the IP monomer interacts with the Nd centers through an intermediate complex with π bond. In this case, this IP monomer is activated to have a tendency of polymerization with other IP monomer. When another IP monomer moves to the Nd center, the new IP monomer is activated again by the Nd center. Thus the two activated IP monomers are polymerized together to form an IP dimer. Due to the new-formed IP dimer is still located at the neighborhood of the Nd center, the IP dimer interacts again with and is activated by the Nd centers, forming a new intermediate complex with π bond. With new IP monomer moves to the
neighborhood of the Nd center again, the newest IP monomer is polymerized onto the IP dimer. In this polymerization process, the new-coming IP monomer behaves as an inserter between the Nd-center and the IP multimer. The above polymerization is repeatedly performed until the IP monomers are exhausted or the as-formed IP multimers are far away from each other. During the polymerization process, the IP are dynamically bonded to the Nd centers. Averagely, there are 1–2 C atoms from IP monomers or polymer connecting simultaneously to one Nd center. The Cl atoms are always bonded to the Nd centers in the polymerization process of IP, which play a role to activate and stabilize the catalytic activity of Nd centers. A schematic map for the IP polymerization mechanism is shown in Fig. 4.

4. Conclusions

In situ XAFS technique has been used to study the Nd-based ternary catalysts as well as the corresponding polymerization processes of IP. The conclusions can be summarized as follows:

(1) For the Nd-based ternary catalysts containing Nd(vers)$_3$, alkylaluminum, and Al($^3$Bu)$_2$Cl, the structural evolutions around the Nd center are similar with the change of alkylaluminum component. The two-shell Nd–O coordination in Nd(vers)$_3$ hexane solution are replaced to about 1–2 Nd–O bonds and 4 Nd–C bonds in the alkylation process with the Al : Nd ratio of 10 : 1, and are further replaced to about 4 Nd–C bonds and 3 Nd–Cl bonds in the chlorination process with Cl : Al : Nd ratio of 3 : 10 : 1.

(2) In situ XAFS experiments demonstrate that the Nd–O coordination number decreases from about 5 to 1.5, and the Nd–C coordination number keeps almost unchanged with the increase of Al : Nd ratio from 1 : 1 to 10 : 1 in the alkylaluminum process. Theoretical calculation verifies the reasonability of the substitution between Nd–O and Nd–C bonds.

(3) The local atom structures around Nd center are similar with the alteration of the alkylaluminum in the polymerization process of IP with the assistance of four different Nd-based ternary catalysts. The Nd center is in a monomer state with highly catalytic activity in the presence of IP.

(4) During the polymerization processes of IP, there are about 2 Nd–Cl bonds at 2.85 Å. The average number of Nd–C bonds is 1–2 at about 2.42 Å. This highly-opened structure activates greatly the catalytic activity of the Nd-based ternary catalysts. A catalytic mechanism for the polymerization process of IP with the assistance of the Nd-based ternary catalysts has been depicted in this paper.
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